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results might l~ useful in benchmarking and ccRnparing with the super models 
to be developed under c"MP; 

(2) to better understand t k  noise response characteristics of s-le ad 
cc~nplex coupled climate system, which is an integral part of climate change 
studies; 

( 3 )  to address sampling problems arising frm various estimation techniques 
based an finite lmgt3-1 records and spatially sparse observations; 

(4) to develop techniques of linear estimation problems such as detection, 
estimation a d  prediction that will ultimtely be used to address tk 
detectability and predictability at the regional scale; ad 

(5) to apply the developed tools to climate change studies. 

RESULTS TO DATE: 

(1) The PI developed ~ ~ ~ v l y  different versions of energy balance rrdels (EEWs) to 
use them for the m s e  of studying a l l  the statistical issues of climate 
change problems. These simple coupled &ls m e  also used for the Lxlrpose 
of verifying climate statistics of coupled general circulation models (Gcc.zs) 
a d  the uncertainty of clhte change statmt &e to inaccurate mxkl 
statistics. 

The capacity of cyclostationary EDFs (CSMIFs) in representing & and 
tesnporally evolving spatial patterns d e s  the CSEOF analysis technique 
suitable a d  attractive for climate change research. This useful tool allaws 
the PI to cast the climte change problems into mre revealing and 
interesting fonns as discussed belm. The carputation of csE)3Fs as they 
m l y  to clhte change problems requires long data sets. 
climte rrdels are an only means of generating data sets long enough for 
reliable cyclostationary statistics of irrportant plysical variables. -1 
statistics are, of course, different frm statistics of observational data. 
Therefore, it is important to understand whether d e l  statistics will k 
reliable for long term clkte change studies. wing the report period, 
cyclostationary statistics of ~ ~ n y  rrdel data sets have ~ E T I  examined in 
light of their reasonableness a d  camparability with observational data. 
&l data sets include the reanalysis data, reanalysis data, 
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ocean OCM data with observed wind and surface flux, assimilated sea level 
height, and longwave radiation data m n g  others. It appears that the model 
statistics are quite reasonable for identifying physical processes that are 
sensitive to climate changes. These model data sets al~pear to k good 
proxies for the observational record. 

The statistics of background noise or natural variability derived frm 
coupled general circulation mdels (GCMs) also seen to ke reasonable. A 
detailed caparison of model statistics against those of observational data 
and other models is yet to ke sham. 

( 3 )  “he CSM>F analysis of several physical variables in global and regional 
damins reveals that saw physical processes are good and reliable indicators 
of clhtic changes whether natural or forced. For instance, the t-ral 
evolution history of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) exhibits a strong trend, 
which can easily ke detected fram observational data. The signal-to-noise 
ratio ( S I R )  for t h i s  physical process is extrely high with a very tight 
confidence band. Another example includes the annual cycles of the 200 rrb 
t-ature a d  the geopotential height fields. These physical processes 
also shw rmkable trends, which inply the amplification of the annual 
cycles. This amplification is mst likely related to greenhouse warming. 
The idea of identiwg physical processes that are sensitive to climtic 
changes certainly deserves attention and has a high potential of k e i q  
accurate indicators of regional and global climte changes. I%re 
importantly, changing physical processes, such as floods and droughts, are 
what affect the life on earth more strongly than global taperatwe change. 

(4) Statmts on the detectability and predictability of clirmte change signals 
are typically made based on one physical variable, say surface taperatwe. 
Uncertainty is inherent in such statements because neither the signal nor t k  
natural variability of the adopted physical variable is campletely hum. 
cn?e my to reduce the uncertainty associated with clirmte change problms is 
to use several physical variables in which an identical signal is 
investigated. If the identical signal is seen in mny physical variables, 

The idea of detecting and predicting clirrate 
change signals in rrolltivariate data is realizable as the campilation of large 
data sets accelerates. , 

-the confid,ence level will rise. 

cxle critical difficulty in a dtivariate prediction and detection study is 
that a physically ard dynamically consistent signal should ke found in a 
multivariate data space. Namely, hcw muld a signal in the surface 
taperatme variable appear in the surface wind variable or 200 rrb 
geopotential height variable, etc. A signal in a dtivariate space can b 
generated using a a. Using OGCMs is still anputationally intensive and 
expensive. 
clhtic change, a (MCM sirulation should still b= analyzed to extract the 
consistent multivariate pattern of such a physical process. 

In light of using a sensitive physical process as an indicator of 

It appears tbt 



the extraction of a consistent signal in a multivariate space can ke 
accomplished in an accurate m e r  by utilizing the CSM>F analysis. 

(5) Once a consistent signal is found in a multivariate space, then 
predictability and detectability of such a signal should ke explored. 
detection and prediction algoriths have k e e ~  developed in a multivariate 
space. The natural variability of each physical variable should 3=e knm 
for such an exercise. An obvious advantage of dtivariate detection and 
prediction methds is that the confidence of statistical inferences can 
greatly ke enhanced by using more than one physical variable. Further, the 
chance of maki.ng a large pass-through error is greatly redLzced because the 
realization of background noise differs frm one physical variable to 
another. 

T h x ,  

(6) Finally, heat storage change in the deep ocean h l=een investigated in 
conjunction w i t h  the greenhouse d g .  
change in the ocean is an hprtant signature of greenhouse d g .  
tl-iis study, a n w  energy balance model v a s  developed with a sinple 
upelling-diffusion deep ocean with an interactive sea ice and surface 
albedo. A shdation with the observed trend of greenhouse gas 
concentration sham a realistic trend of heat storage camparable to the 
observational data. It seems that the heat storage change is a very robust 
signature of greenhouse &. while the greenhouse d g  signature is 
typically obsczlred by other naturally occurring clkte changes such as 
volcanic eruptions in the surface temperature field, the greenhouse warming 
signature dcaninates the heat storage change in the deep ocean. lxle to the 
long adjustment t k  scale of the deep ocean, such forcings as greenhouse 
forcing with long trends is mch mre strongly felt in the deep ocean than 
forcings w i t h  short tire scales such as volcanic eruptions or -t 
fluctuations. 

It -s that the heat storage 
For 
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